Conversational AI

Build your conversational
AI platform on a solid
foundation.
Unlock the power of low-latency real-time voice
and messaging on a robust, enterprise-grade IP
network.

Build a better customer
experience

Deliver realistic
interactions

Streamline your
call flows

Integrate with our intuitive,
developer-friendly APIs to build
the exact experience you need.

Leverage consistent low
latency to create a high-quality
conversational experience.

Use media forking to unlock voice
analytics and layer audio without
complicated call flows.

What can you build with Telnyx?
Real-Time Analytics
Use media forking to analyze and respond to call media
(e.g., customer sentiment) in real time.

Cloud IVR
Build an intelligent IVR to quickly get customers where
they need to go — iterate with ease.

“Because we’re able to get latency down
to the level we want with Telnyx, we
don’t have to bend the truth with our
customers like some of our competitors.”
Benjamin Gleitzman, CTO

SMS Chatbots
Solve customer problems fast with automated,
personalized text conversations.

Layered Audio
Layer audio files to include background media for a
more realistic customer experience.

telnyx.com

Intuitive APIs
built for business
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// Create a connection

2
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curl -X POST \
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--header
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--header
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--header

"x-api-token: API_TOKEN" \
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--header

"x-api-user: API_USER" \
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--data

"Content-Type: application/json" \
"Accept: application/json" \

'{
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"connection_name": "Chicago Office",

• Choose the capabilities you need.
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"active": true,
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"dnis_number_format": 0,

• Get or port numbers fast.
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"anchorsite_override": "Chicago, IL"
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}' \

• Migrate without the headache.
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"https://api.telnyx.com/security/connections"

Brian S.
Product Manager

“Gain granularlevel control over
your call flows.”

• Build the experience you want.
• Own your roadmap, scale as you grow.

The Telnyx difference
Call Quality Assurance

Granular Control

Transparent Pricing

Our purpose-built global IP
network means greater reliability
and security with lower latency.

Telnyx APIs allow simultaneous
bidirectional data transmission
for real-time communications.

Get competitive entry-level
pricing with automatic volume
and commitment discounts.

Deep Number Inventory

Media Streaming

24/7 Support

We give you infinite choice and
flexibility with phone numbers in
over 60 countries.

Deliver the media stream to multiple
recipients to enable real-time
features like sentiment analysis.

Access unparalleled support
around the clock from our team
of expert in-house engineers.

Ready to get started?

Get in touch today

